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Aims of Department 

More to the traditional Turkish arts in the 2000s, Based on the 
traditional areas to meet the present and future requirements, 
designs will be equipped with professional knowledge, skills is to 
train professionals 

Objectives of 
Department 

Purposes mentioned in the framework of qualifications to gain the 
skills 

Learning Outcomes 

Information about the program, skills, comprehension, 
application, analysis, synthesis, creativity, and outcomes of 
assessment. These outcomes; 
1. Ataturk's Principles and Revolution History-conscious about 
being in the information, 
2. Have the ability to use a good level of Turkish, 
3. The drawing and design work to apply the basic goals of art 
education, 
4. Adequate knowledge about color, 
5. Traditional crafts in the field of color, patterns, designs on 
theoretical knowledge, 
6. Illumination, miniature, marbling techniques to apply, 
7. Protection and to realize applications for products 
manufactured, 
8. Modernization of traditional arts in the light of the Turkish motifs 
learned by practice different techniques on different surfaces, 
9 Local handicrafts making the research and identification 
activities, 
10. Information about the chosen profession, and the hardware 
works to increase the utilization of research they had seen, and 
to use this data to your new designs, 
11. Different materials to make contemporary designs, 
12. Interpret traditional and contemporary works related to their 
profession, 
 

 

Learning and 
Teaching Methods 

Supportive of individual learning in the perspective of lifelong 
learning, student-centered methods and techniques are applied 
for, and qualifying to earn. 



Degree Conferred 

Traditional Handicrafts students who graduate from associate 
degree program is given. 

 

1. When students graduate, qualifications gained during training 
courses and modules that are specified in the diploma 
supplement. 
2.The student leaves without completing the program, 
qualifications gained during training, courses and modules are 
given a document showing. 

3.Professional qualifications obtained in the program, career 
development, work life, all other programs, certificate programs, 
and the transitions are evaluated when prompted 

Admission Conditions 
Higher Education Council in accordance with relevant legislation 
shall be determined by the Student Selection and Placement 
Agency. 

Passing to upper level 

Traditional Crafts from the students who graduate from their 
chosen branch / professions in line with qualifications earned in 
El or the instructor can work as master trainers in the field of arts, 
social services, depending on where rehabilitation work as a 
trainer.  

Program, graduates of the following license (4 years) Vertical 
programs can pass the Gateway Exam, or outdoor education 
programs can continue to be without an examination. 
 

Graduation conditions 
Student, 120 ECTS / ECTS credits and completing his internship, 
he graduated from the program. 

Measurement and 
Evaluation Methods 

A midterm and final exam each semester, students are 
subjected. Also, if necessary, projects, seminars, field work, 
assignments and practical work in the workshop are subjected. 

One course, a midterm examination is given each semester. Mid-
term exam, final exam grades and semester studies are over 100 
points. Contribution is 40% of midterm and a letter grade. The 
final exam and make-up exam is 60% contribution to a letter 
grade. Final exam is compulsory for at least 50 points out of 100. 
The final exam, these exams are not or do not score at least 50 
students are subjected to make-up exam. Transition to the 
course is 40 +% of midterm and final exam must be 50 and 
above 60% or rounding up. 

 

 
 


